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Synopsis

PHP Programming Like a PRO! âœ This book makes it super easy to understand what you are doing and it is super easy to follow. âœ - Emily White, from .com âœ This bookâ™ was actually one of the best PHP books Iâ™ve readâœ - Brandon Nol, from .com âœ If youâ™re into programming, this book will help you a lot. âœ - Vincent, from .com How would you like a truly skilled programmerâ™s mindset? Do you want to code MUCH more efficiently and with less errors? Crafted by some of the best minds who have studied in some of the worldâ™s top universities, Youâ™re among one of the best learning programs out there. Within this bookâ™s pages, youâll find GREAT coding skills to learn - and more. Just some of the questions and topics include: - Data mistakes you CANNOT AFFORD to make... - Understand the PHP language on a deeper level.. - How to make PROPER data structures (other books donâ™t teach you this wayâ¦) - How to make PROPER Functions (other books donâ™t teach you this way eitherâ¦) - REAL coding workshops to test your new skills... and Much, much more! World-Class Training This book breaks your training down into easy-to-understand modules. It starts from the very essentials of data structures and functions, so you can write great code - even as a beginner!
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Customer Reviews
As an Information Technology (IT) wannabe like me the hardest programming word for me is PHP it is not as simple as C++ and Visual Basic. It is more complex and complicated codes and it really is difficult to fathom at first especially now that technology develops every single day. I love this book because it is very easy to understand unlike the programming books I have at home. Also, this book includes not just PHP basics but also the terminologies that a programmer should know of. Thanks to this book I am now more knowledgeable with PHP programming and in no time I’ll be expert on this!

I don’t have much idea about PHP programming but this book has shown me some stuff that made comprehension easier for me. This book can really be a beginner’s guide, I learned a lot! I appreciate each topic discussed too, especially the one about the Data mistakes one cannot afford to make, this is an enlightenment for me.

This is absolutely a beginners guide about PHP programming. It is an irrefutable instructive and definite book and I exceptionally prescribed this book as an expansion to your reference library. The book offers a logical explanation for all of the components of the language. I have been trying to learn how to program in interactive website. I found basically every chapter to be relevant. The chapters break down each language required with going into any subject to deep as to lose a novice. The books revolves around the PHP basics in the starting of the book and as the end approaches it is more and more advanced which is a good thing. The only way of learning PHP is by practicing and reading about it. The book helps in the reading part but the practice part has to be done by the user itself. Overall this is a good book to learn PHP.

It is an irrefutable instructive and definite book and I exceptionally prescribed this book as an expansion to your reference library. The books revolves around the PHP basics in the starting of the book and as the end approaches it is more and more advanced which is a good thing. The only way of learning PHP is by practicing and reading about it. The book helps in the reading part but the practice part has to be done by the user itself. I highly recommend this book to everyone who wants to learn more about PHP Programming. This is an Awesome Guide for you With that, I would give Code Well Academy and PHP Programming Master’s Academy A Very Awesome Wonderful High 5-Star.

This book has been recommended to me by my brother because I wanted to learn how to do
programming and he is lazy to teach me. In this book I’ve learned what makes PHP stands out among the rest, it is innately integrated with almost every database, it is excellent combination of HTML/CSS and etc. In this book it was also mentioned the disadvantage of PHP which is that the code is only executed on the Server and "flexible but scatterbrained". Nevertheless, this book is a complete guide for a beginner like me, it will guide you through the step by step process in PHP. I will definitely recommend this book to my bestfriend.

In the PHP language, C-based programming extensions can overload the entire syntax of object definitions. Programmers consider exception handling as the most difficult part of software development. In general, errors (e.g. network failure, database failure, program bug, pose serious problems to program developers. For instance, developers need to make decisions regarding the errors that occurred, insert checks to prevent failure, and invoke the right function to manage it. Additionally, programmers need to make sure that their program will work as normal after handling the error.

This is a must read resource for anyone wanting to learn PHP or wanting to dig even deeper into PHP. Much of the internet is already running on PHP and now is the time to learn this mysterious yet powerful computer language. I remember my first time trying to learn the language and finding it so frustrating and confusing. Well, after reading this book it all becomes so much clearer. I wish I had this book when I was just starting out. Though, this book is also good for more experienced programmers. The examples just make it super easy to fly right through this language.

I had learned programming in the PHP language a few years ago as part of my job. But since then, I didn’t do any programming as my job didn’t require it. But now after almost a decade, I need to use PHP for a project of mine. Since my knowledge of PHP has become rustic, I thought of refreshing my knowledge. I bought this book to see if it could help me. It has definitely helped me a lot in refreshing my knowledge and skills in PHP programming. It has pretty much explained almost all the concepts of PHP programming and given some great examples for explaining these concepts.
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